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THE IRISH REVIEW 

" CLERICAL INFLUENCES." By W. E. H. LECKY. Editei with an 
Introduction by W. E. G. LLOYD and F. CRUISE O'BRIEN, M.A. Dublin: 
MAUNSEL & CO. Cloth, Is.; paper, 6d. 

ON 
the ethics of the re-publication of this old essay of Lecky's a controversy 

has already arisen between Mrs. Lecky and the present editors. Mrs. Lecky 
objects to a work of her late husband, which he himself withdrew, being 
now printed by others. On that issue we feel bound to say we think the editors 
are, on the whole, justified. After all, a public man, whether he be Lecky or 
Gladstone, Parnell or Davitt, ceases, as regards his public acts, to be a mere family 
possession. And whilst there is much to be said against re-issuing merely artistic 
work, poems, plays, or novels, which their author may have afterwards come to 
regard as crude or immature, this scarcely applies to polemical writing, in which 
certain views are quite competently expressed. If the author afterwards modified 
those views, it ought to be open to the public to have all the documents before 
them, in order to see how far the change was logically justified. Nor should any 
author, unless he had something to conceal about the process of change, wish other- 
wise himself. The alternative would suggest what is, of course, absurd in the 
case of Lecky, that the writer was ashamed of something in his own mental 
evolution. Politicians have always to face the fact that old speeches may be 
quoted against them, and no honest politician need object, for he can explain why 
he has come to think differently. 

The essay itself is certainly nothing to be ashamed of. It is a perfectly clear 

argument that the way to lessen whatsoever sectarian strife or undue clerical 
influence may exist in Ireland is to satisfy national feeling. By turning the 
thoughts and energies of the people into political and civic channels, argues Lecky, 
they will find those other antagonisms rather futile. The remarkable thing is 
that Lecky should have put this argument with such force and completeness fifty 
years ago. The modernity and actuality of the essay in respect of present con- 
ditions would almost lead one to think it was penned yesterday. It might be the 
reflections of a sincere and detached mind, begotten by the outpourings all round 
over the tedious and wretched McCann case. Lecky thought that in his day 
" sectarian animosity has completely taken the place of purely political feeling, and 
paralyses all the energies of the people." That is certainly not true to-day, and 

perhaps was an exaggeration even in 186I. Every impartial observer testifies to the 

rapid disappearance of sectarian bigotry in Ireland in late years. But Lecky went 
on to say that it was argued that this bigotry would rage with terrific force were 
the Irish Parliament restored. Those fears, at least, we hear pretty loudly ex- 

pressed in certain quarters to-day. Lecky answers them. " We maintain, on the 
other hand," he says, " that no truth is more clearly stamped upon the page of 
history and more distinctly deducible from the constitution of the human mind, 
than that a national feeling is the only effectual check to sectarian passions." 
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NEW BOOKS 

The analysis of the political inconsistencies, and the contradictory aspirations 
all round in Ireland, which Lecky makes, is very interesting, and his discussion of 
the attitude of the Protestant Church in Ireland towards national feeling is severe. 
" There is scarcely an article," he says, " that appears in the Times newspaper, 
ridiculing Ireland and the Irish, that is not reproduced with applause by a large 
section of the Protestant journals." That again, no doubt, is no longer true in 
detail. But there is sufficient truth in it to give immense food for thought. Just 
as there is in the following sentence: " We believe impartial Englishmen will 
scarcely deny what foreign observers unanimously declare, that the object of the 
most influential section of the English press is to discredit the Irish intellect and 
the Irish character before England and before Europe." 

The editors of the present volume, Mr. F. Cruise O'Brien and Mr. W. E. G. 
Lloyd, provide a critical Introduction in which they discuss Lecky's main thesis, 
as well as offer some supplementary considerations. They point out, very properly, 
that Ireland, of course, is not the only country where one may find a contradiction 
between political professions and political practice. Lecky argued that the Irish 

people, whilst claiming national liberty themselves, were led by sectarian feelings 
to attack the cause of national liberty in Italy. The editors point out that an 
exactly complementary flaw might be detected in the attitude of the British 
Government, which was all for national liberty in Italy and all against it in Ireland. 
We are a long way all round, it is to be feared, from the application of logic to our 
political aspirations, a circumstance which is sometimes spoken of as a rather hopeful 
sign, but which in many cases only means that men pursue their seeming political 
interests without ever seeking to bring them to any rational test. They follow 
their noses. In this respect Ireland, at least, is no worse than other countries, and 
the lesson of this stimulating essay virtually is that, given normal conditions for 
the play of political feeling and interest, Ireland will behave like any normal state. 
She has long been held up by her enemies as a sort of paradox or wonder, an ex- 
ception to every human rule. It is the political conditions that have been 
exceptional. Given a change in these the Irish people will settle down to the 
serious business of the State with certainly not less wisdom than the average, and 
with perhaps more political flair than some peoples who rank rather passably in 
the eyes of the world. 

NEW BOOKS 

" FEDERALISM AND HOME RULE."' By " PACIFICUS.") London: JOHN 
MURRAY. 2S. 6d. net. 

T HIS volume is chiefly a reproduction of the remarkable letters of " Pacificus," 
which appeared in the Times while the recent constitutional conference 

deliberated. " Pacificus," whether his nom-de-plume conceals the personality of a 
known politician, or, as we understand, a person unknown in politics, is a convinced 
Unionist. He represents Unionism and Imperialism in a form at once decidedly 
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